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The Navigator is a free, easy-to-use search tool of research facilities in universities, colleges and hospitals across Canada that are open to working with business.

A single tool with multiple benefits

For companies
It is an avenue to finding the research facilities that can help their business grow, stay competitive, design new or better products or processes, and foster relationships with highly skilled people.

For research facilities
The Navigator is a way to promote their research capabilities, attract research talent and connect with industry partners.

navigator.innovation.ca

Explore Navigator's bilingual directory by
- location
- institution
- keyword
- services
- area of expertise
- equipment
- sector of application

Discover key characteristics of facilities
- area(s) of expertise, research services and specialized equipment
- current and/or potential areas for private- and public-sector partnerships
- news and multimedia
- social media platforms

Contact the facility directly with your enquiry
- see the names and positions of the research contacts who will receive your enquiry
- receive confirmation your message was sent, and contact information for follow up